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The COVID-19 pandemic has put everybody including business

entities to a test. Amidst this problem, business entities have two

options: Innovate and go digital or cease to exist.

Thus, Avant Garde Solutions shifted all its operations online

since 18th March 2020. The team members started working

remotely from their homes interacting through online mediums.

The office meetings, seminars and training sessions which were

to be conducted physically have been shifted to online

platforms; like Skype, Zoom and Google meet. 

Likewise, Avant Garde Solutions also successfully conducted its

first large scale data collection project in fifteen districts of Nepal

during the lock down. With Face to face interviews through

household visits and street intercepts being impossible; we

conducted the project digitally through CATI (Computer

assisted telephonic interview) method.   

Thus, Avant Garde will be using CATI and CAWI (Computer

Aided Web Interviewing) methods for such projects until it is

completely safe to conduct face to face interviews again.
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In the past quarter, Avant Garde Solutions successfully generated the syndicated data on

Avant Garde Solutions conducted a two week long

advanced excel class delivered by Data Scientist Mr.

Jeewan Hyounju along with courses on development

research, market research and course on digital

marketing delivered by Mr. Ramesh Shrestha. The

participants of the training sessions were Avant Garde

Internal team and Avant Garde Consultants.

In addition, Avant Garde Solutions organized a week

long talk series where six speakers from six different

industries and backgrounds shared the nuances of

work culture and management in their respective

industries. Also, we organized other webinars related to

'fundamentals of social security fund', 'yoga for better

living' which were delivered by professionals from the

respective fields. The Avant Garde team is grateful to all

the facilitators. 
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Capacity Building-
Making the Best out of a Difficult Situation

5th May 2020. Mr. Ramesh Shrestha, the

managing partner of Avant Garde

Solutions delivered a webinar on digital

marketing organized by Ad Club

Nepal. The webinar focused on the basic

digital marketing concepts and tricks to

academicians, marketers, entrepreneurs,

students and aspiring digital marketers.

The two hour webinar had almost

hundred participants from different walks

of life.

Mr. Sujan Raja Shrestha, a senior researcher at Avant Garde Solutions published his research paper

titled- 'Effects of sensory branding on purchase intention of customers' in the Journal of Advanced

Research in Operational and Marketing Management. The Avant Garde Team congratulates him on

his achievement.

Success Stories
Digital marketing webinar – Hosted by Adclub

Publications

With most of our research projects halted, COVID-19 has gifted everyone with some spare time to

work on capacity building activities. Thus, Avant Garde Solutions has been organizing a number of

insightful sessions, courses and webinars for our internal team members and consultants.



Avant Garde Solutions conducted a survey among 150 respondents inside Kathmandu Valley

between 24th April to 8th May 2020 during the COVID-19 lock down. The aim of this survey was to

gain preliminary insights on the lifestyle, purchase habits and sentiments of Nepali Consumers during

the lockdown period. 

In terms of purchase behavior, the data shows that groceries and internet services were the most

purchased products while restaurant services, apparels were purchased the least during the lock

down period. While in terms of online purchasing habits, the results have demonstrated that

myriad of consumers preferred to not purchase anything online. 

Nepali Consumers During the COVID-19 Lock
down

While asked what the

respondents do the most during

the lock down period, the survey

results  showed that people in

Kathmandu Valley spent most of

their time browsing social media

followed by cleaning their living

space  and watching movies

followed by the activities shown

in the figure.

Likewise, the outcome also revealed that during the lock down, 95% of respondents have been

extremely cautious about their spending pattern while 92% of the respondents have reported that

they have been cutting back their expenses. While 88% of consumers have reported that they have

been feeling insecure about their job.

Thus in a nutshell, the results have shown that consumers in Kathmandu Valley have heavily cut

back their expenses during the COVID-19 crisis while increasing their consumption of internet

services and heavily decreasing their consumption on non essential goods like alcohol, tobacco,

and restaurant services.
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